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Introduction

The Rimatara lorikeet (Vini kuhlii) (also Kuhl’s, ruby, scarlet-breasted lorikeet,
‘Ura, Kura, Vini kuhlii) appears on CITES Appendix II and is listed on Birdlife
International/IUCN Red List as “endangered” due to its small population, limited
distribution, and risk of ship rats becoming established on its home islands. The
species is restricted to three islands: Rimatara in western French Polynesia and
Tabuaran and Teraina in remote northeastern Kiribati. The former natural range
for the species was the southern Cook Islands and Rimatara while the inclusion of
the Kiribati Islands is due to birds introduced by Polynesians before the discovery
of the group in 1798. The native Atiu population valued the lorikeet’s brilliant red
plumage which was hunted to extinction before Captain Cook’s arrival in the
1777. The overall goal of this conservation effort was to reintroduce a founder
population from Rimatara and to establish a reserve population on a ship rat-free
island within its former range. The project is organized by the Cook Islands
Natural Heritage Trust,
the Ornithological Society
of French Polynesia
(MANU) and San Diego
Zoo Global with the
support of the
communities of Rimatara
and Atiu, and the
approval of the
governments of French
Polynesia and the Cook
Islands.

Goals

Rimatara lorikeet © Gerald McCormack
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Goal 1: Capture and
translocate a founder
population of Rimatara
lorikeets from Rimatara,

Birds
French
Polynesia with
subsequent
release of the
birds on Atiu
Island, Cook
Islands, with a
minimum loss of
birds to reestablish a
thriving
population on
Atiu.
Goal 2: Perform
a health
evaluation of all
Release site on Atiu Island © Alan Lieberman
the captured
birds on Rimatara before translocation with a follow-up of the released
population on Atiu in subsequent years.
Goal 3: Reduce or eliminate the introduced common myna (Acridotheres
tristis) on Atiu that would jeopardize the successful establishment of a new
founder lorikeet population on Atiu.
Goal 4: Support a public education campaign that would prevent the potential
introduction of the ship rat (Rattus rattus) on Atiu Island.
Goal 5: Gain the support of the local communities to the concept of capture
and removal of the Rimatara lorikeet (Rimatara Island) and likewise, the
concept of release of the lorikeet on Atiu Island.

Success Indicators
Indicator 1: Capture (mist net) of up to 27 Rimatara lorikeets on Rimatara,
transfer to Atiu, release birds, and make subsequent observations to
document breeding and population growth.
Indicator 2: Diagnostic samples and parasites are taken from a subset of
captured birds as well as examinations conducted for overall health using
weight, plumage condition, morphometrics, and body condition as indicators.
Indicator 3: The local community is engaged in a common myna eradication
program using a reward system for bodies and documenting the declining
population over time.
Indicator 4: Public information materials are produced and distributed in
multiple languages in Cook Islands Maori and English to inform the local
community about the dangers of the accidental introduction of the ship rat.
Indicator 5: Public meetings are organized to discuss the goals of the program
on both Rimatara and Atiu, leading to a democratic vote of support of the
project (or not).

Project Summary

Feasibility: In 1992, the Cook Islands Natural Heritage Trust (Trust)
undertook the first extensive research of the lorikeet and its habitat on Rimatara.
The estimate was approximately 900 birds, with the greatest density in the manmodified horticultural belt (2.2 birds/ha). A preliminary survey showed that while
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the Pacific rat (Rattus exulans) and the
Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus) were
present, there was no evidence of the
ship rat (Rattus rattus). At the 1993
Ornithological Society of Polynesia
(MANU) conference in Papeete, Tahiti,
the Trust proposed three conservation
actions for the lorikeet on Rimatara: 1)
confirm absence of the ship rat and
intensify the rat surveillance and
control procedures; 2) survey the
lorikeet population every 2 - 3 years,
and 3) establish a reserve population
of lorikeets on an island free of ship
rats. Aitutaki (Cook Islands) was free of
ship rats but was unsuitable for a
reintroduction program because it
already supported a population of the
introduced blue lorikeet (Vini
peruviana), which would compete for
food and nest sites, leaving Atiu as the
only populated island within the
lorikeet’s former natural range suitable
to support a reintroduced reserve
population. Of some concern was the
common myna (Acridotheres tristis),
Lory receives pre-release nectar
which was introduced to Atiu in 1916.
feeding © Marshall Humphries
Although the blue lorikeet has thrived
on Aitutaki in the presence of the
common myna since 1915, observations of the first nesting attempt on Atiu
showed aggressive interactions between emerging lorikeet fledglings and resident
common mynas which led to the conclusion that the common myna was a
potential threat to the success of the reintroduction program. The proposed
capture, holding and transport of the birds followed the same protocols used to
successfully translocate 29 ultramarine lories (1992 - 1994) from Ua Huka to Fatu
Hiva (Marquesas Islands, Fr. Polynesia).
Implementation: In April 2007, the field team of 13 began the capture effort.
Additionally, Immigration, Customs, and Quarantine officers were flown from
Papeete to Rimatara to expedite the inspections and authorizations to remove
birds from one country (French Polynesia) to another (Cook Islands). These
officials were required to process passengers and birds for the direct international
flights between Rimatara and Atiu. The Cook Islands counterparts also had to be
flown from Rarotonga to Atiu, which similarly is not a port-of-entry. The field
teams were composed of two bird-catching teams and one “Bird House” team.
Each field site had nine to 11 nets open from dawn to dusk. Nets were monitored
continuously and birds were removed within minutes of capture and transported
immediately to the Bird House. Upon arriving at the Bird House the birds were
weighed, banded, measured, examined and treated for external parasites,
swabbed (choanal) for later disease surveillance, and placed in a holding cage.
The cages were based on those used previously for translocating the ultramarine
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lorikeet. Choanal, fecal, and blood samples, as well as feather mites, were
collected for diagnostic evaluation. A total of 28 birds were captured and held for
as few as six days and as long as 11 days. Twenty-seven birds (one bird was
released on Rimatara) were transported via aircraft and released on Atiu
immediately upon arrival. In the entire process of capture, holding, and transport
there were no health issues and no mortalities.
Post-release monitoring: The census team of eight biologists and
volunteers assembled on Atiu in September 2016 and worked in pairs and trios to
increase the chance of hearing or seeing kura within 50 m of the eight roadtransects, which totaled a transect area of 292 ha (29 km in length x 100 m width
= 292 ha). The counting on each transect started at approximately 06:00 hrs and
lasted for up to two hours; the team completed 40 hours of searching over a
period of 10 days. The daily average number of birds detected within 50 m of the
eight road-transects was 0.35 kura/ha. The area sampled on the transects was
292 ha or 26.5% of the habitable 1,100 ha on the island. We multiplied 0.35 kura/
ha x 1,100 ha to arrive at an estimated total of 385 kura on Atiu. Four kura were
captured and were inspected, bled and swabbed by the San Diego Zoo Global
veterinarian and were considered to be in excellent health with no diseases or
parasites. The common myna eradication program was completed at the same
time as the 2016 census with the elimination of the last four common mynas
known on the island. It is estimated that approximately 26,000 common mynas
were eliminated during the seven years eradication campaign. And finally, as a
result of the public information campaign against the accidental introduction of the
ship rat, the public inspects all off-loaded cargo arriving on the weekly barge as
well as watching for the tell-tale signs typical of ship rat activity on gnawed
coconuts.

Major difficulties faced
Public campaign on Rimatara was required to convince the local community to
allow the capture and removal of up to 27 lorikeets; a species that was
protected by royal decree from Queen Tamaeva in the early 1900s.
There was a logistical challenge of exporting and importing a protected
species from French Polynesia to the Cook Islands with proper and legal
authorization of the respective agencies responsible for Customs, Immigration,
and Animal/Plant Sanitation.
Finding and assembling a field team in 2007 and 2016 that had the experience
and expertise in bird capture, care, health evaluation, transport, release and
follow-up census.
Designing a census protocol on Atiu that utilized available access (roads and
trails) that would provide an accurate, reliable and replicable estimate of the
lorikeet population.
Raising the funds from several sources to undertake the translocation and to
carry out the census nine years later.

Major lessons learned
How to best manage wild birds in a “catch and release” effort, even when
faced with a long (10 days) holding period, long plane flights, and “hard
releases”.
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By involving the local community in managing the limiting factors, even the
daunting challenge of eliminating an entire population of an invasiveintroduced species (common myna) is possible.
The importance of a thorough, transparent, and well-supported disease risk
analysis that involves all stakeholders.
Public education is key to protecting a fragile insular environment, i.e. both
Rimatara and Atiu continue to be ship rat free.

Success of project
Highly Successful

Successful

Partially Successful

Failure

√
Reason(s) for success/failure:
Having dedicated groups in the two countries, the Cook Islands Natural
Heritage Trust and Ornithological Society of French Polynesia, with the
patience and persistence to undertake the six years of negotiations between
the two governments and two communities.
Having excellent primary funding from BirdLife International combined with
additional funding from Air Rarotonga, San Diego Zoo Global, the
governments of French Polynesia and the Cook Islands and several bird clubs,
foundations and private donors.
Having a diverse and experienced field team (especially for the capture and
captive management and veterinary evaluation) is key to ensuring the health
of the birds during the process of a successful translocation.
Knowing that a similar vegetation habitat to that occupied by the lorikeet on
Rimatara was more extensive on Atiu and, in particular, that the ship rat was
absent.
The strong support of the Atiu community to remove the common myna after it
was seen to seriously harass nesting lorikeets in 2008.
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